GAGA BALL PITS
DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS AND DIMENSIONS

15 FEET - STRAIGHT (24 TIMBER)
ACROSS FLAT (PIVOT TO PIVOT): 13' 10"
ACROSS FLAT INSIDE DIMENSION: 13' 6"
INSIDE AREA (SQ FT): 158.5

20 FEET - STRAIGHT (32 TIMBER)
ACROSS FLAT (PIVOT TO PIVOT): 19' 4"
ACROSS FLAT INSIDE DIMENSION: 19'
INSIDE AREA (SQ FT): 298.6

26 FEET - STRAIGHT (40 TIMBER)
ACROSS FLAT (PIVOT TO PIVOT): 24' 8"
ACROSS FLAT INSIDE DIMENSION: 24' 4"
INSIDE AREA (SQ FT): 479.4

15 FEET - CIRCULAR (24 TIMBER)
ACROSS FLAT (PIVOT TO PIVOT): 14' 11"
ACROSS FLAT INSIDE DIMENSION: 14' 7"
INSIDE AREA (SQ FT): 171.3

20 FEET - CIRCULAR (32 TIMBER)
ACROSS FLAT (PIVOT TO PIVOT): 20' 1"
ACROSS FLAT INSIDE DIMENSION: 19' 9"
INSIDE AREA (SQ FT): 311.3

26 FEET - CIRCULAR (40 TIMBER)
ACROSS FLAT (PIVOT TO PIVOT): 25' 3"
ACROSS FLAT INSIDE DIMENSION: 24' 11"
INSIDE AREA (SQ FT): 492